
PUA Training Message Templates.

Hi,
Since you are a marketer of dating sites, and your customers are men most likely, and those
men are looking to see how they can meet more women, the PUACash product is perfect for
them or perfect for an upsell if they’ve already purchased, or if they have decided not to
purchase.

We recommend the below messaging templates to use as an introduction to the product, with
some persistent follow ups to engage them to signup for StealthAttraction, which is the main
PUACash.com product.

Template Types:

Angle 1: Putting the user down on how they suck at talking to women.
Angle 2: Uplifting the user on how good they are, that they need to become a pickup expert and
to take this course...
Angle 3: How good the course is that she (The affiliate) got tricked by guys taking this court
several times into having sex with them. She recognized the way they talked to her and some of
the things she said. She didn't mind, she appreciated it, and felt in control knowing that they
wanted to sleep with her.

Angle 1: Putting the user down on how they suck at talking to women.

Pitch Message:

- Hey there, I just came across your profile and it looks like you could use a few pointers…
There is no reason you should struggle with getting women, especially with things like
{INSERT PUA CASH PRODUCT NAME / LINK} out there. I’ve fallen for so many guys who

use it😂 . I had no idea it worked so well💦😈
OR-

- Hi there, I came across your profile and I have to say… It's kind of pathetic😂. You have
no idea what women want, but I can help you figure it out😈😈😈

Angle 2: Uplifting the user on how good they are, that they need to become a pickup expert and
to take this course...

Pitch Message:



- Hey there😍 , I just came across your profile and wanted to tell you how sweet you
look…. What’s a nice guy like you doing here? I’m sure all the women must throw
themselves at you 🔥 Have you used {INSERT PUA CASH PRODUCT NAME / Unique

LINK} before? It seems like you know what women want💦😈

OR-

Hey😍, I saw your profile and just couldn't resist ! Something about you is just so
alluring, is it because you use {INSERT PUA CASH PRODUCT NAME / Unique LINK) The men
who use it are typically irresistible to me...

Angle 3: How good the course is that she (The affiliate) got tricked by guys taking this course
several times into having sex with them.

Pitch Message:

- Hi there big boy… 😈 I saw your profile and thought I should offer you some
friendly advice. Women want a man who knows their needs and their way around
the bedroom 😉. You should try out {INSERT PUA CASH PRODUCT NAME / Unique
LINK}. So many men got me to have sex with them after using it, but i’m not
complaining…. It was some of the best sex i’ve had in a while 😅

OR-

- Hey sexy😍 I saw your profile and just had to talk to you… are you having any luck
on this site? As a woman, I think I can offer you some good advice because you
like a nice guy. Try {INSERT PUA CASH PRODUCT NAME / Unique LINK} , TRUST
ME…. I have slept with so many men who have used it, because they knew exactly
what I wanted to hear and feel 💦😈


